This paper studies efficient learning with respect to mind changes. Our starting point is the idea that a learner that is efficient with respect to mind changes minimizes mind changes not only globally in the entire learning problem, but also locally in subproblems after receiving some evidence. Formalizing this idea leads to the notion of strong mind change optimality. We characterize the structure of language classes that can be identified with at most mind changes by some learner (not necessarily effective): a language class L is identifiable with mind changes iff the accumulation order of L is at most . Accumulation order is a classic concept from point-set topology. We show that accumulation order is related to other established notions of structural complexity, such as thickness and intrinsic complexity. To aid the construction of learning algorithms, we show that the characteristic property of strongly mind change optimal learners is that they output conjectures (languages) with maximal accumulation order. We illustrate the theory by describing strongly mind change optimal learners for various problems such as identifying linear subspaces, one-variable patterns, and fixed-length patterns.
Introduction
One of the goals of computational learning theory is to design learning algorithms for which we can provide performance guarantees. Identification in the limit is a central performance goal in Gold's language learning paradigm [11] . A well-studied refinement of this notion is identification with bounded mind changes [9, 1] . In this paper, we investigate a further refinement that we term strong mind change optimality (SMC-optimality). Briefly, a learner is SMC-optimal if the learner achieves the best possible mind change bound not only for the entire problem, but also relative to any data sequences that the learner may observe.
The general theory in this paper has two main goals: (1) To provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a language collection to be identifiable with a given (ordinal) mind-change bound by some learner (not necessarily effective). (2) To provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a learner to be SMC-optimal. The results addressing (1) help us determine when an SMC-optimal learning algorithm exists, and the results addressing (2) help us to construct optimal learning algorithms when they do exist.
We situate our study in the framework of point-set topology. Previous work has shown the usefulness of topology for learning theory [34,chapter 10,28,17,4,29] We show how to view a language collection as a topological space; this allows us to apply Cantor's classic concept of accumulation order which assigns an ordinal acc(L) to a language collection, if L has bounded accumulation order. We show that a language collection L is identifiable with mind change bound by a learner if and only if acc(L) = . This result establishes a purely information-theoretic and structural necessary condition for identification with bounded mind changes. Based on the concept of accumulation order, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a learner to be SMC-optimal. These results show that SMC-optimality strongly constrains the conjectures of learners. We illustrate these results by analyzing various learning problems, such as identifying a linear subspace and a one-variable pattern.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews standard concepts for language identification and presents our definition of mind change optimality. Then we establish the correspondence between mind change complexity and accumulation order. Section 4 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a learner to be strongly mind change optimal. Next, we describe some general principles for constructing SMC-optimal effective learners and illustrate them with one-variable and fixed-length pattern languages. In Section 6, we show strong relationships between the concept of accumulation order and other structural notions studied in learning theory, such as thickness [41] , elasticity [44, 30] , and intrinsic complexity [10, 13] .
Preliminaries: language identification

Standard concepts
We employ notation and terminology from [14,27,chapter 1,11] . We write ‫ގ‬ for the set of natural numbers: {0, 1, 2, . . .}. The symbols ⊆, ⊇, ⊂, ⊃, and ∅, respectively, stand for subset, superset, proper subset, proper superset, and the empty set. We view a language as a set of strings. We identify strings with natural numbers encoding them. Thus, we define a language to be a subset of ‫ގ‬ and write L for a generic language [11, p. 449] . A language learning problem is a collection of languages; we write L for a generic collection of languages. A text T is a mapping of ‫ގ‬ into ‫ގ‬ ∪ {#}, where # is a symbol not in ‫.ގ‬ (The symbol # models pauses in data presentation.) We write content(T) for the intersection of ‫ގ‬ and the range of T . A text T is for a language L iff L = content(T). The initial sequence of text T of length n is denoted by T [n] . The set of all finite initial sequences over ‫ގ‬ ∪ {#} is denoted by SEQ. We also use SEQ(L) to denote finite initial sequences consistent with languages in L. We let and range over SEQ. We write content( ) for the intersection of ‫ގ‬ and the range of . The initial sequence of of length n is denoted by [n] . We say that a language L is consistent with iff content( ) ⊆ L. We write ⊂ T or T ⊃ to denote that text T extends initial sequence .
Examples.
(1) Let L i ≡ {n : n i}, where i ∈ ‫;ގ‬ we use COINIT to denote the class of languages {L − i : i ∈ ‫}ގ‬ [1, p. 324] . (2) In the n-dimensional linear space ‫ޑ‬ n over the field of rationals ‫,ޑ‬ we can effectively encode every vector v by a natural number. Then a linear subspace of ‫ޑ‬ n corresponds to a language. We write LINEAR n for the collection of all (encodings of) linear subspaces of ‫ޑ‬ n .
A learner is a function that maps a finite sequence to a language or the question mark ?, meaning "no answer for now." We normally use the Greek letter and variants to denote a learner. Our term "learner" corresponds to the term "scientist" in [27, chapter 2.1.2]. In typical applications, we have available a syntactic representation for each member of the language collection L under investigation. In such settings, we assume the existence of an index for each member of L, that is, a function index : L → ‫ގ‬ (cf. [12, p. 18] ), and we can take a learning function to be a function that maps a finite sequence to an index for a language (learning functions are called "scientists" in [12, chapter 3.3] ). A computable learning function is a learning algorithm. We use the general notion of a learner for more generality and simplicity until we consider issues of computability.
Let L be a collection of languages. A learner for L is a mapping of SEQ into L ∪ {?}. Thus the learners we consider are class-preserving; for the results in this paper, this assumption carries no loss of generality. Usually context fixes the language collection L for a learner .
We say that a learner identifies a language L on a text T for L, if (T [n]) = L for all but a finite number of stages n. Next we define identification of a language collection relative to some evidence. Definition 2.1. A learner identifies L given ⇐⇒ for every language L ∈ L, and for every text T ⊃ for L, we have that identifies L on T .
Thus, a learner identifies a language collection L if identifies L given the empty sequence .
(1) The following learner CO physics, where it corresponds to the problem of finding a set of conservation principles governing observed particle reactions [22, 42] . Interestingly, it appears that the theories accepted by the particle physics community match the output of LIN [43, 39, 40] .
A learner changes its mind at some nonempty finite sequence ∈ SEQ if ( ) = ( − ) and ( − ) = ?, where − is the initial segment of with 's last element removed [10, 1] . (No mind changes occur at the empty sequence .) Definition 2.2 (based on [1] ). Let be a learner and c be a function that assigns an ordinal to each finite sequence ∈ SEQ.
(1) c is a mind-change counter for and L if c( ) < c( − ) whenever changes its mind at some nonempty sequence . When L is fixed by context, we simply say that c is a mind change counter for . (2) identifies a class of languages L with mind-change bound given ⇐⇒ identifies L given and there is a mind-change counter c for and L such that c( ) = . (3) A language collection L is identifiable with mind change bound given ⇐⇒ there is a learner such that identifies L with mind change bound given .
(1) For COINIT, define a counter c 0 as follows: c 0 ( ) := ω if content( ) = ∅, where ω is the first transfinite ordinal, and c 0 ( ) := min(content( )) otherwise. Then c 0 is a mind change counter for CO given . Hence CO identifies COINIT with mind change bound ω (cf.
is the dimension of a space V . Then c 1 is a mind change counter for LIN given , so LIN identifies LINEAR n with mind change bound n. (3) Let FIN be the class of languages {D ⊆ ‫ގ‬ : D is finite}. Then a learner that always conjectures content( ) identifies FIN. However, there is no mind change bound for FIN [1] .
Strong mind change optimality
In this section, we introduce a new identification criterion that is the focus of this paper. Our point of departure is the idea that learners that are efficient with respect to mind changes should minimize mind changes not only globally in the entire learning problem but also locally after receiving specific evidence. For example, in the COINIT problem, the best global mind change bound for the entire problem is ω [1, Section 1], but after observing initial data 5 , a mind change efficient learner should succeed with at most 5 more mind changes, as does CO . However, there are many learners that require more than 5 mind changes after observing 5 yet still succeed with the optimal mind change bound of ω in the entire problem.
To formalize this motivation, consider a language collection L. If a mind change bound exists for L given , we write MC L ( ) for the least ordinal such that L is identifiable with mind changes given . We require that a learner should succeed with MC L ( ) mind changes after each data sequence ∈ SEQ(L). For example, the learner CO achieves this performance for COINIT. This leads us to the following definition.
Definition 2.3.
A learner is strongly mind change optimal for L if there is a mind change counter c for such that c( ) = MC L ( ) for all sequences .
We use the abbreviation "SMC-optimal" for "strongly mind change optimal" (The terminology and intuition is similar to Kelly's in [19, 21] ). A learner is simply SMC-optimal for L if is SMC-optimal given .
Examples.
(1) In the COINIT problem, MC L ( ) = ω, and MC L ( ) = min(content( )) when content( ) / = ∅. Since c 0 is a mind change counter for CO , it follows that CO is SMC-optimal. Any learner such that (1)
The learner LIN is SMC-optimal. Thus for the problem of inferring conservation laws, SMCoptimality coincides with the inferences of the physics community.
Discussion. In our paper [25] , we examined a weaker notion of mind change efficiency termed "uniform mind change optimality." The difference with strong mind change optimality is that uniform mind change optimality requires the mind change counter to take on the lowest value (i.e., c( ) = MC L ( )) only when the learner produces an output consistent with the data (i.e., when ( ) is consistent with ). Formally, a learner is uniformly mind change optimal for L if there is a mind change counter c for such that for all sequences , if ( ) = ? and ( ) is consistent with , then c( ) = MC L ( ). For noneffective learners, strong mind change optimality is no more stringent than uniform mind change optimality: we will show in Theorem 3.1 that if a mind change bound of is feasible for the learning problem L, then there is a strongly mind change optimal learner that realizes the bound . The two notions of optimality differ, however, for computable learners: because consistency with the data may be hard to achieve for a computable learner, uniform mind change optimality can be attained by a computable learner in more problems than strong mind change optimality. We will describe an example separating the two notions in Section 4 after analyzing the properties of strongly mind change optimal learners. Both notions are useful in the study of learning algorithms. The stricter notion of strong mind change optimality, the topic of the current paper, is mathematically more straightforward than uniform mind change optimality. As the examples in this paper show, even though this requirement is more stringent in general for computable learners, it can be met effectively in a number of natural learning problems, such as identifying a linear subspace and a one-variable pattern (Section 5).
A topological characterization of mind-change bounded identifiability
Information-theoretical aspects of inductive inference have been studied by many learning theorists (e.g., [12, 27] Many results in the theory of inductive inference do not depend upon computability assumptions; rather, they are information theoretic in character. Consideration of noncomputable scientists thereby facilitates the analysis of proofs, making it clearer which assumptions carry the burden.
As an example, Angluin showed that her Condition 1 characterizes the indexed families of nonempty recursive languages inferable from positive data by computable learners [3,p. 121] and that the noneffective version, Condition 2, is a necessary condition for inferability by computable learners. 2 Variants of Angluin's Condition 2 turn out to be both sufficient and necessary for various models of language identifiability by noncomputable learners ([27, Chapter 2.2.2], [12, Theorem 3.26] ). Information theoretic requirements such as Condition 2 constitute necessary conditions for computable learners, and are typically the easiest way to prove the unsolvability of some learning problems when they do apply. For example, Apsitis used the Baire topology on total recursive functions to show that EX = EX +1 [4, Section 3] . On the positive side, if a sufficient condition for noneffective learnability is met, it often yields insights that lead to the design of a successful learning algorithm.
It has often been observed that point-set topology, one of the most fundamental and well-studied mathematical subjects, provides useful concepts for describing the information theoretic structure of learning problems [34, chapter 10,28,4,17,29] . In particular, Apsitis investigated the mind change complexity of function learning problems in terms of the Baire topology [4] . He showed that Cantor's 1883 notion of accumulation order in a topological space [8] defines a natural ordinal-valued measure of complexity for function learning problems, and that accumulation order provides a lower bound on the mind change complexity of a function learning problem. We generalize Apsitis' use of topology to apply it to language collections. The following section briefly reviews the relevant topological concepts.
Basic definitions in point-set topology
A topological space over a set X is a pair (X , O), where O is a collection of subsets of X , called open sets, such that ∅ and X are in O and O is closed under arbitrary union and finite intersection. One way to define a topology for a set is to find a base for it. A base B for X is a class of subsets of X such that (1) B = X , and (2) for every x ∈ X and any B 1 , B 2 ∈ B that contain x, there exists
For any base B, the set { C : C ⊆ B} is a topology for X [23, p. 52] . That is, we may take an open set to be a union of sets in the base. Let L be a class of languages and ∈ SEQ. We use L| to denote all languages in L that are consistent with (i.e., {L ∈ L : L is consistent with }); similarly L|D denotes the languages in L that include a given finite subset D. The next proposition shows that B L = {L| : ∈ SEQ} constitutes a base for L. (Cantor) . Let (X , T ) be a topological space.
(1) The 0-th derived set of X , denoted by X (0) , is just X .
(2) For every successor ordinal , the -th derived set of X , denoted by X ( ) , is the set of all accumulation points of X ( −1) . (3) For every limit ordinal , the set X ( ) is the intersection of all ÿ-th derived sets, where ÿ < .
That is,
We give an example from the topology of the real plane that illustrates the geometrical intuitions behind the topological concepts.
Example. Let
be a set of points in the real plane ‫ޒ‬ 2 with the standard topology. We use iso(X) to denote all isolated points in X . Then iso(A) = {(
Similarly, we have A (2) = (0, 0), and A (3) = ∅ (see Fig. 1 ).
In the topology
The derived sets of L can be defined inductively as shown in Defnition 3.
. It can be shown in set theory that there is an ordinal such that L (ÿ) = L ( ) , for all ÿ > [16] . In other words, there must be a fixpoint for the derivation operation. If L has an empty fixpoint, then we say L is scattered [23, p.78] . In a non-scattered space, the nonempty fixed point is called a perfect kernel. Applying derivation once will remove the points marked with dots; applying derivation twice will remove the points marked with crosses; applying derivation again will remove the point marked with the circle.
when L is fixed by context, we simply write acc(L) = . The accumulation order of a class of languages L, denoted by acc(L), is the supremum of the accumulation order of all languages in it. Therefore, a language collection has an accumulation order if and only if it is scattered. 3
Examples.
(
It is easy to verify that COINIT (n) = {L i : i n}. Therefore, the accumulation order of language L i in COINIT is i and the accumulation order of COINIT is ω = sup ‫.ގ‬ (2) In LINEAR n = {linear subspaces of ‫ޑ‬ n }, the only isolated point is ‫ޑ‬ n itself: Let S be a set of n linearly independent points in ‫ޑ‬ n ; then
n . Therefore, the accumulation order of LINEAR n is n. (3) In FIN, there is no isolated point. This is because for every finite subset S of ‫,ގ‬ there are infinitely many languages in FIN that are consistent with S. Therefore, FIN is a perfect kernel of itself and FIN has no accumulation order.
Accumulation order characterizes mind change complexity
In this section, we show that the accumulation order of a language collection L is an exact measure of its mind change complexity for (not necessarily effective) learners: if acc(L) is unbounded, then L is not identifiable with any ordinal mind change bound; and if acc(L) = , then L is identifiable with a mind change bound. 4 In a language topology, accumulation order has two fundamental properties that we apply often.
a sequence is topped if there is some language that tops . Note that if acc L ( ) is a successor ordinal (e.g., finite), then is topped. All data sequences in SEQ(LINEAR n ) are topped. In COINIT, the initial sequence is not topped. A language L uniquely tops in L if L is the only language that tops in L. 
Proof. Part 2 is immediate. Part 1: For contradiction, assume there is a text
, the subclass of L that contains all languages with accumulation order less than or equal to . Therefore acc(L) + 1, which is a contradiction.
We now establish the correspondence between mind change complexity and accumulation order: 
Proof. (⇐) Define the mind change counter c by c( ) := acc L ( ).
We show that c is a mind change counter for the following learner that identifies L: 4 Necessary and sufficient conditions for finite mind change identifiability by learning algorithms appear in [24, 32] . An anonymous referee provided the following example of a learning problem whose information-theoretic mind change complexity is 0, but that requires 1 mind change for any computable learner. Let ϕ be an acceptable programming system and be a complexity measure for ϕ (see [12, chapter 2] ). Let L 1 contain all total recursive functions f such that
Let L 2 contain all total recursive functions g such that (1) there exists an x ∈ ‫ގ‬ such that g(0) (x) g(x + 1) implies ϕ g(0) (x) = g(x) and (2) ϕ g(x 0 +2) = g where x 0 is the least such x. The problem L = L 1 ∪ L 2 is identifiable with zero mind change by a noncomputable learner by waiting for the datum specifying the value of the target function at 0. On the other hand, every computable learner for L makes one mind change in the worst case.
It is easy to see that identifies L. Let T be any text for any language L ∈ L. Then by Lemma 3.1 (1) there is a time m such that L uniquely tops L|T [n ] for all n > m. Hence Clause 3 applies at all times n > m, and converges to L on T , as required.
It remains to show that c is a mind change counter for . We begin with an auxiliary observation
In other words, if rejects a hypothesis L inconsistent with , then never returns to L after . To see that this holds, consider some ⊃ and suppose for reductio that ( ) = L. Then there must be some with ⊂ ⊆ such that ( − ) / = L and ( ) = L. Then Clause 3 implies that L uniquely tops , which contradicts the assumption that L is inconsistent with and hence with .
We argue that (*) if Clause 3 applies at , then no mind change occurs at , such that either It is immediate from the construction that changes its mind at only if Clauses 2 or 3 apply, so (*) implies that changes its mind only if Clause 2 applies. In that case c( )
So counter c is a mind change counter for since this holds for all mind changes of .
(⇒) Let be a learner that identifies L given . Suppose c is a mind change counter such that c( ) = . We prove by transfinite induction that if acc( ) > , then c is not a mind change counter for L. Assume the claim holds for all ÿ < and consider . Suppose acc( ) > ; then there is 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for strongly mind change optimal learners
Theorem 3.1 establishes that if the accumulation order of a language collection L is bounded by an ordinal , then there is a learner that identifies L with at most mind changes; moreover, the proof of the theorem shows that there is a strongly mind-change optimal learner that does so.
The goal of this section is to characterize the behavior of strongly mind-change optimal learners. These results allow us to design mind change optimal learners and to prove their optimality. 
This contradiction shows that is not SMC-optimal.
(⇐) We want to show that acc L is a mind change counter for .
Let be an arbitrary sequence in SEQ(L). There are four cases to consider:
(1) is topped and acc( ) < acc( − ). (2) is topped and acc( ) = acc( − ). (3) is not topped and acc( ) < acc( − ). (4) is not topped and acc( ) = acc( − ).
We argue that ( ) = ( − ) and ( − ) = ? imply acc( ) < acc L ( − ) in all four cases. That is, if a mind change occurs at , then the accumulation order drops at . In cases 1 and 3, the implication holds trivially. In case 4, we have by Condition 2 of the proposition that there is no mind change at .
Case 2a: ( − ) = ?; then there is no mind change at . Case 2b: ( − ) = ?. We note that − is topped since acc( ) = acc( − ) and is topped. So ( − ) has the highest accumulation order by Condition 1. Since ( − ) and ( ) both have the highest accumulation order acc( ), we have
Proposition 4.1 shows that the key property of strongly mind change optimal learners is that when they output a consistent informative conjecture L different from ?, the conjecture L maximizes accumulation order. In many applications, hypotheses with higher accumulation order are intuitively simpler than those with lower accumulation order. In such language collections, we can think of mind change optimal methods as choosing the simplest hypothesis consistent with the data when a unique simplest hypothesis is available. 5 
Strong vs. uniform mind change optimality
Both UMC-optimal and SMC-optimal learners share the key property of Proposition 4.1 (see [25, Section 4] for a characterization of UMC-optimal learners). The main difference is that if an SMC-optimal learner conjectures a language L on data − and L is inconsistent with subsequent data such that is topped by some language L , then must change its mind at , whereas a UMC-optimal learner may "hang on" to a refuted hypothesis. Thus the conjectures of SMCoptimal learners must be consistent with the data whenever is topped (taking ? to be trivially consistent with any data). The proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that this consistency requirement is not restrictive for general uncomputable learners. The matter is different for effective learners: There are learning problems for which there is a computable UMC-optimal learner but no computable SMC-optimal learner [18] . 6 Thus for computable learners, SMC-optimality defines a new class of learning problems.
Effective strongly mind change optimal learning
In this section, we consider further computational issues and illustrate how our analysis of mind change complexity can aid the design of mind change efficient learning algorithms in specific problems. As it turns out, Angluin's well-known pattern languages bring out a number of general points about constructing SMC-optimal learning algorithms.
It is straightforward to computationally implement the learners CO and LIN . These learners have the feature that whenever they produce a conjecture L on data , the language L is a subset of every other languages in L| . Formally, we say L is the ⊆-minimum at if L is a subset of every other language in L| . It follows from Clause 2 of Lemma 3.1 that a ⊆-minimum also maximizes accumulation order, so CO and LIN always output the language uniquely having the highest accumulation order and hence by Proposition 4.1 they are both SMC-optimal. For a language collection L like COINIT and LINEAR, if we can compute the ⊆-minimum, an SMC-optimal learning algorithm for L can be constructed on the model of CO and LIN . However, these conditions are much stronger than necessary in general. In general, it suffices that we can eventually compute a ⊆-minimum along any text. In particular, we can make a learner output ? when it is computationally impossible or too complex to find a ⊆-minimum consistent language. We illustrate this point by specifying SMC-optimal learning algorithms for P 1 and T n , two subclasses of languages defined by Angluin's well-known patterns [2, p. 48]. 6 Kelly and Schulte provide an example showing that the difference between UMC and SMC-optimality in fact allows for a vast gap in the computational abilities of the learners. They describe a learning problem such that (1) the problem can be solved with 1 mind change by a computable learner that is uniformly mind change optimal, but (2) no strongly mind change optimal computable learner can identify the right answer in the limit, even when augmented with an oracle for all problems of arithmetic (sets in the arithmetical hierarchy) [18] . In this example, there is a computable learner that achieves the optimal information-theoretic mind change bound of 1, but no consistent computable learner that does so. The anonymous referee's example in footnote 4 also illustrates how consistency can prevent a computable learner from achieving a mind change bound of 1, although in that example every computable learner requires more than 0 mind changes, which is the information-theoretic complexity of the problem; hence no computable learner is UMC-optimal or SMC-optimal.
Patterns
Let X be a set of variable symbols (e.g., x 1 , x 2 , . . .) and let be a finite alphabet of at least two constant symbols (e. g., 0, 1, . . . , n) . A pattern, denoted by p, q etc., is a finite non-null sequence over X ∪ (e.g., x 1 0x 1 or x 1 x 2 x 2 ). We use var(p) to denote the set of distinct variables in p and use #var(p) to denote the number of distinct variables in p. A pattern p is canonical if var(p) = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x #var(p) } and their first occurrence (from left to right) is in that order. For example, the pattern x 1 2x 2 x 1 is canonical, but patterns x 2 1x 4 and x 2 x 1 are not. We use PATTERN to denote the set of all canonical patterns. A substitution Â replaces a variable in a pattern p by another pattern uniformly. For example, Â = [x 2 x 3 /x 1 ] maps the pattern x 1 x 1 to the pattern x 2 x 3 x 2 x 3 . Substitutions give rise to a partial order over all patterns. Following [37, 38] , we say that a pattern q subsumes a pattern p, denoted by p q, if there is a substitution Â such that p = qÂ. The language generated by a pattern p, denoted by L(p), is the set {q ∈ * : q p}. The length of a pattern p, denoted by |p|, is the number of symbols occuring in p. The set of strings of the same length as a given pattern p plays an important role in the proofs below; we denote this set by S(p) ≡ {s ∈ L(p) : |s| = |p|}. We observe that for an alphabet , the size of S(p) is given by |S(p)| = | | #var(p) .
To discuss effective learning we have to take care of some technicalities. First, the output of a learning algorithm are descriptions of languages instead of languages themselves. Therefore, we extend our notation in Section 2 by replacing languages and language collections by language descriptions and classes of language descriptions. For example, in pattern identification problem, we use PATTERN to denote both the class of all canonical patterns and the language collection it generates; we use acc PATTERN (p) to denote the accumulation order of L(p) in the language collection denoted by PATTERN. As another example, we use PATTERN|S to denote both languages consistent with the evidence set S and the patterns that generate them. It should be clear from the context whether we are referring to a language or its description by a pattern that generates the language.
Mind change optimal identification of one-variable patterns
If a pattern contains exactly one distinct variable (i.e., #var(p) = 1), then it is a one-variable pattern. For one-variable patterns, we usually omit the subscript for the variable (e.g., x01 or 0x00x1). Following [2] , we denote the set of all one-variable patterns by P 1 . Angluin described an algorithm that, given a finite set S of strings as input, finds the set of one-variable patterns descriptive of S, and then (arbitrarily) selects one with the maximum length [2, Theorem 6.5]. [2, p. 48] . To illustrate, the pattern 1x is descriptive of the samples {10} and {10, 11}, the pattern x0 is descriptive of the samples {10} and {10, 00}, and the pattern x is descriptive of the sample {10, 00, 11}.
A one-variable pattern p is descriptive of a sample S if S ⊆ L(p) and for every one-variable pattern q such that S ⊆ L(q), the language L(q) is not a proper subset of L(p)
We give an example (summarized in Fig. 2 ) to show that Angluin's algorithm is not an SMCoptimal learner. Let x be the target pattern and consider a text T = 10, 00, 11, 0, . . . for L(x). As mentioned above, we write P 1 |S for the set of one-variable patterns consistent with a sample S. Then P 1 |{10} = {1x, x0, x}, P 1 |{10, 00} = {x0, x}, P 1 |{10, 11} = {1x, x} and P 1 |{10, 00, 11} = {x}. The accumulation orders of these languages are determined as follows: (1) acc P 1 (L(x)) = 0 since L(x) is isolated; so acc P 1 ( 10, 00, 11 ) = 0 .
(2) acc P 1 (L(1x)) = 1 since P 1 |{10, 11} = {1x, x}; so acc P 1 ( 10, 11 ) = 1. (3) acc P 1 (L(x0)) = 1 since P 1 |{10, 00} = {x0, x}; so acc P 1 ( 10, 00 ) = 1.
Also, we have acc P 1 ( 10 ) = 1. Since for T [1] = 10 , the one-variable patterns 1x and x0 are both descriptive of {10}, an Angluin-style learner M A conjectures either 1x or x0; suppose M A ( 10 ) = 1x. Now let c A be any mind change counter for M A . Since 1x is consistent with 10 , SMC-optimality requires that c A ( 10 ) = acc P 1 ( 10 )= 1. The next string 00 in T refutes 1x, so M A changes its mind to x0 (i.e., M A (T [2]) = x0), and c A ( 10, 00 ) = 0. However, M A changes its mind again to pattern x on T [3] = 10, 00, 11 , so c A is not a mind change counter for M A , and M A is not SMC-optimal. In short, after the string 10 is observed, it is possible to identify the target one-variable pattern with one more mind change, but M A requires two.
The issue with M A is that M A changes its mind on sequence 10, 00 even though acc P 1 ( 10 ) = acc P 1 ( 10, 00 ) = 1. Intuitively, a mind change optimal learner has to wait until the data decide between the two patterns 1x and x0. As Proposition 4.1 indicates, we can design an SMC-optimal learner M for P 1 by "procrastinating" with ? until there is a pattern with the highest accumulation order. For example on the text T described above, our SMC-optimal learner M makes the following conjectures: M( 10 ) = ?, M( 10, 00 ) = x0, M( 10, 00, 11 ) = x (see Fig. 2 ).
The general specification of the SMC-optimal learning algorithm M is as follows. For a terminal a ∈ let p a ≡ p[a/x]. The proof of [2, Lemma 3.9] shows that if q is a one-variable pattern
. So if for a pattern p consistent with data , the data contain {p a , p b }, then L(p) is a ⊆-minimum for P 1 | and hence has the highest accumulation order for . Thus an SMC-optimal learning algorithm M can proceed by waiting until the data feature p a and p b for some pattern p. More precisely, define M as follows. It is worth noting that sometimes the mind change efficient learner M P 1 may take longer to converge than the Angluin-style learner M A . For example, let T be a text for the pattern 1x such that T(0) = 10 and T(1) = 11; then we can verify that the Angluin-style learner M A in Fig. 2 converges at time 0, but a mind change efficient learner does not converge until time 1. In general, an Angluin-style learner will converge to the correct one-variable pattern at least as soon as a SMC-optimal learner and strictly sooner on some texts. Thus, the Angluin-style learner dominates the SMC-learner with respect to convergence time in the sense of [27] and [17] .
Mind change optimal identification of fixed-length patterns
Following [31] , for each positive integer n, we write T n to denote the set of canonical patterns of length n. We apply the concept of accumulation order to design a mind change efficient algorithm that identifies T n for a fixed n. The first step is to find an easily computable, closed-form expression for the accumulation order of a pattern in T n . Proof. We prove the claim by downward induction.
Base case: #var(p) = n. Then p is the most general pattern x 1 x 2 · · · x n ; thus acc T n (p) = 0. Inductive step: Assume acc T n (q) = n − #var(q) for all q with #var(q) > k. Consider a pattern p with #var(p) = k. Let r ∈ T n be another pattern of length n.
(r) and so S(p) ⊆ S(r) since |S(p)| = |S(r)|. So in either case, S(p) ⊆ S(r).
As there are only finitely many patterns of length n, this implies that there exists a finite subset
implies that #var(r) > k for every pattern r ∈ T n |S. By the induction assumption, it follows that (1) acc T n (p) n − k.
Second, since #var(p) < n, it is easy to see that there exists a pattern r such that #var(r) = #var(p) + 1 and q p;
Combining the above two inequalities (1) and (2), we have acc T n (p) = n − k = n − #var(p).
To illustrate, the lemma implies that acc T n (x 1 x 2 · · · x n ) = 0, acc T n (x 1 0x 2 · · · x n−1 ) = 1, and acc T n (x 1 x 1 · · · x 1 ) = n − 1.
Lemma 5.1 allows us to design a strongly mind change optimal learner as follows. First, we observe that every data sequence is topped for the language collection T n . This is because T n is finite. For a finite set of ordinals { 1 , 2 , . . . , n }, its supremum is its maximum. Thus Condition 2 of Proposition 4.1 holds vacuously. Condition 1 requires a strongly mind change optimal learner to output ? or the pattern that uniquely tops the given data sequence . For a given data sequence , we can enumerate the finitely many patterns T n | of length n that are consistent with the strings in . Then we simply check if any pattern p in T n | uniquely maximizes n − #var(p) or equivalently minimizes #var(p).
In principle, closed form expressions for the accumulation order of a pattern p in the one-variable pattern space P 1 and in the general pattern space PATTERN, such as Lemma 5.1 provides for T n , would yield mind change optimal learners for these language collections. Finding closed form expressions for acc P 1 and acc PATTERN are currently open problems [26] .
Accumulation order and structural complexity
Our final section relates accumulation order to other well-known learning-theoretic concepts that describe the structure of a learning problem.
Thickness and inclusion depth
It follows from Clause 2 of Lemma 3.1 that the accumulation order of a language L in a language collection L is at least as great as the length of a chain of supersets of L. We refer to this length as the inclusion depth of L, as formalized the following definition.
The inclusion depth of L is the maximum of the inclusion depths of languages in L (cf. [26] ).
For example, in COINIT, the inclusion depth of language L n = {i ∈ ‫ގ‬ : i n} is n. The inclusion depth of COINIT is ω. For many language collections, the inclusion depth of a language L is not only a lower bound on its accumulation order but characterizes it exactly. As we will show, examples include COINIT, LINEAR n , P 1 , T n , and PATTERN. The following proposition shows that a fairly simple property due to Angluin [3, Condition 3] is a sufficient condition for the accumulation order of a language to be equal to its inclusion depth. Following [41] , we say that a class of languages L has finite thickness if L|{s} is finite for every string s ∈ L. Note that if the language collection L has finite thickness, then every language in L has finite inclusion depth, so the inclusion depth of L is at most ω.
In language collections of finite thickness, the inclusion depth of a language is exactly its accumulation order. Proposition 6.1. Let L be a language collection with finite thickness and L be a language in L.
Proof. For clause 1, let s be a string in L; then L|{s} is finite since L has finite thickness. For every
We prove clause 2 by induction.
Base case: Let L be a language with the inclusion depth 0, which means that there is no language that properly includes L. Then there exists a finite set S ⊆ L such that L|S = {L}. Therefore, acc L (L) = 0 by the definition of accumulation order.
Inductive step: Assume for every language with inclusion depth less than k that its accumulation order equals its inclusion depth. Consider the case that L has inclusion depth k. From the induction assumption, we know that there exists a language 
Combining the two inequalities (1) and (2), we have acc L (L) = k, which complete the inductive step.
As it is easy to verify that each of the language collections COINIT, LINEAR n , P 1 , T n , and PATTERN has finite thickness, the proposition implies that the accumulation order of each language L in these collections is the inclusion depth of L, or the maximum length of a chain of supersets of L. Clause 1 of the proposition establishes that in languages with finite thickness, the general strategy of conjecturing ⊆-minima is sufficient for constructing SMC-optimal learners.
Elasticity
We show that the concept of elasticity provides a sufficient condition for a language collection L to have a bounded accumulation order, which by Theorem 3.1 implies that L is identifiable with a bounded number of mind changes.
A class of languages L has infinite elasticity if there exist an infinite sequence of strings (s i ) i∈‫ގ‬ and an infinite sequence of languages (L i ) i∈‫ގ‬ , where L i ∈ L, such that for each i ∈ ‫,ގ‬ {s 0 , . . . , s i } ⊆ L i but s i+1 ∈ L i . A class of languages has finite elasticity iff it does not have infinite elasticity [44] , [30, Def. 7] . For example the language collection LINEAR n has finite elasticity because if vector v i+1 is not in a linear subspace L i , then v i+1 is independent of any subset { v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v i }. It is not hard to see that finite thickness implies finite elasticity [44] , so T n and P 1 have finite elasticity.
We use D(L) to denote all finite subsets of languages in L. A subset P of a topological space is perfect if P has no isolated points [23, p. 78 ].
Lemma 6.1. Let P be a perfect nonempty set of languages. Then P|d is also nonempty and perfect for every finite subset d ∈ D(P).
To illustrate, the language collection FIN which comprises all finite subsets of ‫ގ‬ is perfect and nonempty. Since no finite subset d entails a single language in FIN (i.e., card(FIN|d) > 1), we have that FIN|d is nonempty and perfect.
The next proposition gives a topological condition sufficient to establish that a language collection L has infinite elasticity, namely that L contain a subset that is perfect in the language topology for L. If L has a perfect subset, the derivation procedure from Section 3.1 terminates with a nonempty perfect kernel, and L has no bounded accumulation order, which by Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the statement that L is not identifiable with an ordinal mind change bound. Contrapositively, if L has finite elasticity, then L is identifiable with an ordinal mind change bound. Proof. Part 1: If P / = ∅ is perfect, then P is infinite and so there are infinitely many languages L ∈ P such that L / = P. Choose a nonempty language L 0 / = P and strings s 0 ∈ L 0 and s 1 ∈ P − L 0 . Let P 1 := P|{s 0 , s 1 }. Then by Lemma 6.1, P 1 is a nonempty perfect set. So there is nonempty L 1 ∈ P 1 such that L 1 / = P 1 , and we may choose a string s 2 ∈ P 1 − L 1 . Continuing this process indefinitely, we obtain two sequences (L i ) i∈‫ގ‬ and (s i ) i∈‫ގ‬ such that for each i ∈ ‫,ގ‬ {s 0 , .
In other words, L has infinite elasticity.
Part 1: Suppose that L has finite elasticity. Then by the contrapositive of Clause 1, the only perfect subset of L is the empty set. Since the derivation procedure from Definition 3.1 terminates with a perfect subset of L, it thus terminates with the empty set, so L is scattered and has bounded accumulation order by Corollary 3.1.
The proposition implies that LINEAR n and all sub-collections of PATTERN are identifiable with a bounded number of mind changes.
If a language has infinite elasticity, then it also has infinite thickness. It is known that, for indexed language families, finite elasticity is a sufficient condition for effective learnability [44, 30] . A sequence of nonempty languages {L i } constitutes an indexed family just in case there exists a computable function f such that for each i ∈ N and for each x ∈ N , we have f(i, x) = 1 if x ∈ L i and f(i, x) = 0 otherwise [3, Section 2], [12, Ex. 4.7] . Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship among these structural concepts.
Intrinsic complexity
Next we consider the relationship between weak and strong reducibility, intrinsic complexity [10, 13] , and accumulation order. Our basic result is that if language collection L 1 is reducible to L 2 , then acc(L 2 ) acc(L 1 ). In this sense reducibility agrees with accumulation order-and hence mind change complexity-as a comparison of the complexity of different learning problems. Fig. 3 . Relations between various computable and noncomputable identifiability concepts. EMC * denotes language collections identifiable by a computable learner with a bounded number of mind changes. MC * denotes language collections with bounded accumulation orders, or equivalently, identifiable by a noncomputable learner with a bounded number of mind changes. Following [12] , we use Lang to denote all language collections identifiable by noncomputable learners and use TxtEx to denote all language collections identifiable by computable learners. The notation ⇒ + indexed family indicates that the implication holds only for indexed language collections. Definition 6.2 ([15,13,10] 
The following proposition relates accumulation order to reducibility. 
is identifiable with mind change bound
, so is L 1 .
Proof. Clause 1: For contradiction, assume content( (T))
If G is an admissible sequence for (T), then G is also an admissible sequence for (T ). Therefore (G) is admissible for both T and T , which is impossible. Clause 2: The proof is by transfinite induction on acc L 2 (L 2 ). Assume the claim hold for all cases where acc L 2 (L 2 ) = ÿ < , and suppose that acc L 2 (L 2 ) = .
For contradiction, assume that acc
is a text for L 2 , by Lemma 3.1, there exists a time n such that L 2 uniquely has the highest accumulation order in
Since L 2 is the only language in L 2 | (T) [n] with the accumulation order , the language L 2 must has an accumulation order ÿ < in The above proposition gives us a necessary condition for reducibility, which we illustrate in the following examples. As in [13] , SINGLE denotes the class of all singleton languages. It is easy to see that acc(COINIT) = ω but acc(SINGLE) = 0, therefore COINIT weak SINGLE, as shown in [13] .
If L 1 is not scattered (i.e., has no mind change bound) and L 2 is scattered (i.e., has a mind change bound), then Proposition 6.3 implies that L 1 is not weakly reducible to L 2 . Since the class of all finite languages FIN is not scattered (cf. Section 3.1), it follows that FIN weak COINIT, as established by [13] .
If and witness L 1 strong L 2 , then induces a function f that maps L 1 into L 2 as follows: for a language L ∈ L 1 , choose any text T for L, and assign f(L) = content( (T)). The definition of strong reducibility guarantees that f is well-defined. We show that f Â is a continuous oneone function in our topology. A function f : X → Y is continuous if for every point x ∈ X and every neighborhood V of f(x) in Y , there exists a neighborhood U of x in X , such that f(U) ⊆ V . 7 For two language collections L 1 and L 2 , this means that f :
Lemma 6.2. Suppose and witness
L 1 strong L 2 . Then f : L 1 → L 2 defined
above is a continuous one-one function.
The proof is left to the reader. Lemma 6.2 connects strong reducibility with many basic results in point-set topology. As an illustration, we apply standard theorems in topology to immediately derive that strong reducibility respects accumulation order without the need for the construction of Proposition 6.3. (1) If x ∈ A (1) , then f(x) ∈ f(A) (1) (i.e., f(A (1) 
) ⊆ [f(A)] (1) ). (2) If acc(Y) is defined, then acc(X) is also defined and moreover acc(X) acc(Y).
Proof. Clause 1 is Theorem 2.3 of [7] . Clause 2 follows easily by transfinite induction.
Therefore we can establish the following result from standard topological results. 
Summary and future work
The topic of this paper was learning with bounded mind changes. We applied the classic topological concept of accumulation order to characterize the mind change complexity of a learning problem: A language collection L is identifiable by a learner (not necessarily computable) with mind changes iff the accumulation order of L is at most . We studied the properties of strongly mind change optimal learners: roughly, a learner is strongly mind change optimal if realizes the best possible mind change bound not only in the entire learning problem, but also in subproblems that arise after observing some data. The characteristic property of SMC-optimal learners is that they output languages with maximal accumulation order. Thus, analyzing the accumulation order of a learning problem is a powerful guide to constructing mind change efficient learners. We illustrated these results in several learning problems such as identifying a linear subspace and one-variable and fixed-length patterns. For learning linear subspaces, the natural method of conjecturing the least subspace containing the data is the only mind change optimal learner that does not "procrastinate" (i.e., never outputs ? or an inconsistent conjecture). This is exactly the inference procedure that the particle physics community has followed to arrive at the set of conservation laws found in the current standard model of particle physics. Angluin's algorithm for learning a one-variable pattern is not SMC-optimal; we described a different SMC-optimal algorithm for this problem that has linear update time.
An interesting open issue in the general theory of SMC-optimal learning is the relationship between mind change optimality and time efficiency. As the example of one-variable patterns shows, there can be a trade-off between time efficiency and producing consistent conjectures, on the one hand, and the procrastination that minimizing mind changes may require on the other (see Section 5). We would like to characterize the learning problems for which this tension arises, and how great the trade-off can be. For example, if a language collection L is closed under intersection, then conjecturing ∩(L| ) for every data sequence yields an SMC-optimal learner that never procrastinates (the so-called "closure algorithm" [5] ). The language collection LINEAR and the learner LIN are an instance of an intersection-closed language class and the corresponding closure algorithm. Are there are other general sufficient or necessary conditions for a procrastination-free SMC-optimal learner?
As we have seen, mind change optimality imposes strong constraints on learners. This means that we can apply our theory to design optimal learning algorithms for problems of interest. Such an analysis can validate existing inference procedures, as in the case of learning conservation laws, or lead to the development of new ones, as with one-variable patterns. Other potential applications include the following. The next challenge for pattern languages is to find an SMC-optimal algorithm for learning a general pattern with arbitrarily many variables. An important step towards that goal would be to determine the accumulation order of a pattern language L(p) in the space of pattern languages [26] . Another application is the design of SMC-optimal learners for logic programs. For example, Jain and Sharma have examined classes of logic programs that can be learned with bounded mind changes using explorer trees [14] . Do explorer trees lead to mind change optimal learning algorithms? One approach to learning causal graphs or Bayes nets is based on independence relations extracted from the data, where the graph is viewed as a compact representation of these independence facts [35, 36] . What are mind change optimal algorithms that identify a correct graph in the limit from independence data?
In sum, strong mind change optimality guides the construction of learning algorithms by imposing strong and natural constraints; and the analytical tools we established for solving these constraints reveal significant aspects of the fine structure of learning problems.
